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Soon to Be Bride of Kaiser

An exclusive and most recent picture of the widow Princess
oech-Carloth, who is soon to marry the former Kaiser. engage-

Swich has been conirmed. The Princess will take the three
ren, shown here, with her to Door, Holland, where Wilhelm is

hn and where the ceremony will be performed, inasmuch as the
former monarch cannot go into Germany to get his new bride. The
Princess went to Paris recently for some of her wedding clothes.

First Woman U. S Senator is 87

Mrs. W. H. Felton, of Carters- of Dr. W. IH. Felto who was aS Ga., appointed by Governor member of Con s for manyHardwick to the U. S. Senate, is years. Mrs. Feto successfull
ri ht proud of her honors. She is managed man of her bhsbad'sw 87 years old and is the widow campaigns.
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Essay Wins Trip
to Washington

Stanley Newcomb 14 years old.'
of San Diego, Calif., is the boy
scout who wrote an essay on "How
I Can Make Highways More Safe,"
winning over 400,000 competitors.
He gets a gold watch and a trip to
Washington, from the National
Automobile Chamber of Commerce.

Europe Going
Back to Farm

Dr. L C. Gray. economist of the
U. S Dept. of Agriclture, after a
extended survey in Europe says bi
estates are being cut into small
tracts and the people are Ding
back to the land, producing mos
for home than commercial uses.
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5 About Ant, , Elep--
ants and Us.

ZOOLOGISTS, who, in simpler language, are the
bug-ologists, after microscopically observing the

habits and conduct of ants for years, bring us the in-
teresting information that these busy little workers
in the humbler world are by their own voluntary
action the most moral of all living creatures.

The ant, they tell 'us, is so intelligent that we are

justified in trying to describe its existence by a kind
of allegorical comparison with human life.

Busy as are these minute little creatures, their
females are scrupulously clean. Several times each
day they better their appearance with combs and
brushes. The mothers are the only ones that are
allowed to eat all they want. All others, by their
established law, must abstain from over eating and
drinking.

Soldier ants protect both the young and those who
care for the young. The mother ant is treated with
all the deference of an empress.

The ants limit their sleep to just that which is
their need of rest and they destroy the drone and all
those who would attempt to over-indulge in leisure
or luxury.

They have architects and engineers. They build
houses and bridges to conform with definite plans.
They have their agriculture and horticulture and
have been observed to domesticate as many as 584
different k.inds of creatures.

Wonderful is the story of the at. Some of our
scientists who are better soologists than sociologists
quote the old Hebrew saying of thousands of years
ago, "Go to the ant. thou sluggard, consider her way,"
and suggest that there is much in the ant the man
might well try to emulate.

Other scientists tell us to conmider the elephant.

The Senatorial candidates have struck their smartest gait,
an' hawk their wares on busted crates, all up an' down the
State. ...

Contendin' voices rant an' roar, to warn us
THE of our danger. ... Nobody's honest any more

CONFLUCK-the Golden Rule's a stranger!
I reckon if we don't elect a rabid politician, we

needn't ever much expect to better our condition. ....
And so-each candidate declaims in hate against the other,

without a-callin' any names-that he's the Devil's brother.
I reckon that it's nip and tuck between contendin' forces-

but I would sooner pass the buck, than hear their crime-
discourses.

Why can't we have two honest men, to run against each
other--who'd serve the people now an' then, an' treat 'em as
a brother?

It seems to me, that politics
has got so awful rotten, that
we'd be in a better fix with all
of it forgotten!
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Statistics prove that buman lrrita-
bilty Itcreases as the sramer tem-

raturo "mount. Keeping cool me`
tay as well as physically is one d
the speial needs at the seamo

The Ilindoo tells us that he gets good work from
that giant creature only so long as he is good to it.
Should he abuse or offend it, he would lose the ele-
phant's willingness to work and he might lose his
life by incurring the elephant's ire. To appease the
elephant, the Hindoo always feeds it before he him.
self partakes of food.

That gentleness and generosity do much to gain
good work, is the moral lesson the scientist hands to
us as the result of these observations.

But who wants to be either an elephant or an ant?
W'ho would want to emulate their ways, interc-ting
and perhaps intellectual as they appear to be?

The elephant has none of the generosity for which
the scientific observer pleads. The elephant says,
"Feed me first or I am likely to get mad and kick the
daylights out of you." There is nothing in that sort
of a spirit worth emulating.

The ant is good to its own but it wars on every
other creature that it cannot subdue and use. There
is nothing so very big and magnanimous about that.
What is more, outside of the grotesque trick ele-
phants in the circus ring, no scientist has ever called
upon us to see or hear an animal symphony, nor have
they shown us an animal-made picture or gracefully
formed statue. Has any one ever yet seen an ele.
phant pause in rapture before a gorgeous sunset?

What eye at the microscope has ever seen an ant
lay down its work upon its hill to hark to the song
of the lark?

Whatever are man's imperfections he is not only
the research student, the truth seeker, but what is
finer, he is the great appreciator. To be able to
appreciate the wonders of the world-that in itse!f is
living the higher life.

LAST week the New York police
arrested a man and rushed him

off to Bellevue Hospital to have his
sanity looked into because he broke
a whiskey bottle on Broadway,
stood before the mirror in a shop
window, proceeded to undress him-
self and started to shave-naked as
the day be was born. They hustled
him into'a taxicab and in five min-
utes the crowd had vanished into
the movitg city throng. In the
great city of Calcutta. if a native
made a sudden dash for a suit of
clothes, put them on, and stood in
front of a window to rub some hair.
tonic on his face wooing a beard,
they'd hustle him into a "gherry,"
the Indian form of taxicab and have
his bean looked into. Geography is
a straMse study. East is east and
west is west, ad as you see the
thngb It hd-that am.e we heist
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